JSC WORKSHOP: P.o.INTING STUPID
ARRIVALS
DISCLAIMER : This manuscript is a personal evaluation, and
should not be construed as an official IAAA synopsis (whatever
that is).
The Johnson Space Center workshop concluded in August. As per'
standard workshop formulae established long ago, this group of
old and new friends exchanged techniques, inspiration and
information, controversy, insight and general wackyness.
Traditions from past workshops held true. The overall feeling
was that it was one of the most productive workshops so far.
This was the first "Hardware Workshop", contrasted to the
landscape type held in prior years.
This was also one of the largest workshops ever put together.
Originally conceived as a regional gathering, it grew to about 14
people, which was actually a little largeer than planned. The
larger group made it a little awKward to get into some of the
facilities we were wanting to see.
Much of the productivity was due to the sheer volume of
information which was thrust at us. Unlike more easygoing
landscape workshops, we had to be somewhere bright and early
nearly every day and had a full schedule until dinnertime. We
would also get together after dinner for gatherings by the pool
or a slide show/critique in someone's motel room. These would
brEtak up at about midmght, with sub-groups staying up later for
further discussion. A workshop definitely is not the place to
get some rest; it 's traditional.
The venue was the Nassau Bay Resort Hotel at the entrance to
JSC. The hotel was cheap, had mce rooms, and was of course, air
(conditioned. The pool was large but somewhat green. Joel Hagen
remarked that the pool looked "ripe o; , but we swam anyway, another
workshop tradition. Houston weather', which is saun-esque at this
time of the year was generally mild & breezy. I only recall a
few group sweat marathons.
Workshop attendees bring to mind collegiate days, with
under·clas!:.men and upperclassmen, based on n.umber· of workshops
attended ; Houston saw a good mix : Freshmen Judy Asbury, B.E.
Johnson, Mar'k Dowman 8. April Faires; sophomores Dennis Davidson,
Brian Sullivan, Michael Bonecutter, and Kara SzathmarYi seniors
Pam Lee, Myself, Joel Hagen, Marilynn Flynn, and seasoned
graduate student Bill Hartmann.
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The first order of business on Sunday was to assemble whatever
contingent had arrived by 2PM at Eagle Engineering. for a session
with Houston's Channel 13 News. Eagle 1S where Pat Rawlings
works, and it was home for a lot of worKshop functions. I flew
in from Albuquerque, picked up B. E. Johnson 1rI midtown, and made
it to Eagle JUst in time. Most of the others met us there. The
spot was run on the 6:00 news that night, and they gave the IAAA
a nice plug. Unfortunately, they reported us as numbering 40,
and not 14.
Arrivals went fairly smoothly, although people were arriving at
different airports on different days, so as to facilitate maximum
confusion in pick-up schedules (another workshop tradition).
Senior Joel Hagen, whose workshop persona mimics Nitrous Oxide,
timed his entrance at the hotel lobby to show off his new costume
ape-feet, and in doing so set the hmit for seriousness at the
workshop (one of the OLDEST traditions).
We also met up with the PBS producers at this point, who
supplied the mapr controversy for the workshop. We all met for
dinner at the Shrimp Hut, a seafood restaurant near Galveston
Bay. Pat was our gUIde for the area ' s restaLlr'ants, and he had
deClded on the Shrimp Hut because he had never heard of anyone
"getting SIck there". Dinners became a major affair throughout
the week, with typically 14 people sitting together with separate
checks, drinking freely and talking (loudly ) about strange things
like chroma, terminators, roche limits, nodes, and something
called a shool-man. Seafood seemed to be the fare of ct,olce for
the artists, and we probably would have had the slimy stuff every
night had not someone (usually me) fought for land-based food.
As a survivor of the Fish Rebelhon at the first workshop in
Hawaii, I felt it my duty.
After dinner we gathered by the hotel pool and handed out the
freebies. There were t-shirts and calendars fr'om Eagle
Engineering, aprons from Texas Art Supply, a half-inch thick
compendium of hardware bluprints from NASA and Eaglt', and a
three-pound packet from NASA, chock full of photos, NASA
information, and facts. This package was put together, along
with most of the breakneck scheduhng, by Eagle 's Pat Rawlings,
who saw the worKshop through despite a new bilby, his nt'w t,ouse,
and being in the middle of a big assignment for NASA. Pat was
formerl y the exhibits designer at JSC, and used all hIS contacts
and pulled all his s trings in order to get us the maximum
mformation out of the 'worKshop.
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.A,Her dlstributing t~,e booty, a general discussion of the lAAA
lJoals ensued, with a briefing on the upcommg days' schedule and
some bacKground on the personali ties we would be seeing. At
9:30, Joel and I left the group for a pow-wow with Richard and
Debbie from PBS. We tried to lay dClwn some ground rules. In
particular I was concerned with them getting in the way. It
nught sour,d weird to some of you who !<now tha t the IAAI>, needs
publicity, but my reasoning was that this workshop was intended
for the individual artists, NOT the IAAA. A camera not only
destroys spontainaiety, but also the candidness of discussions.
ney, unfortunately, wanted to film everything that we wanted to
remain low-\(ey, such as the hardware moc\(ups, critique sessions
and astronaut interviews. They promised to remain unobtrusive.
I agreed, with some reservation.
Bonecutter (call him "Bones") who came up from the City of
Mildew (Corpus Chrish), had also recently bought a fine Hitachi
camcor-der and brought it along. It seemed to be running all the
time, but was just set in the center or corner of a room and
allowed to run. The PBS crew I<new Bones would capture much more
candld action than they could tape, so they quic\(ly made a deal
with Bones for use of his tapes. More on this later.
DAY ONE

8:00 -- Badging
9:00 -- Ba.rney Roberts- Advanced programs
10:45 --Dr. Wendell Mendell -- lunar Bases
12:00. -- Lunch - JSC cafeteria
1:00 --JSC Techmcal Library
2:00 -- COlnputer Gra.phics Lab --Gunter Sabionsl<i
3:30 -- Hotel, swim, showers
Dinner
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We set off early for our NI>,SI>, badges, which distinguished us fr-om
other loud tourlsts, and allowed us entry into special places.
The morning began with a slide pr-esentation by Barney Roberts,
with the Advanced Programs office, giving us plans for Moon and
Hal'S bases, space stations, propulsions, etc. Wendell Mendell
(it rhymes, with accent on the -deW, tall<ing about lunar bases
in detail, with systems, architecture, support, materials,
scientific stations, and the liV-e. Wendell preened our feathers
when he announced that we may r,ot realize it, but space art has a
profound influence on scientists and the p'Jrse strings of
government. Our slides are used in many professlonal
presentations, and they would be at a loss without us. This was
encour-aging to hear-. Sometimes it seems as though we're ignored
by the scientific community.

After the morning lectures we strolled over to the JSC
cafeteria. At lunch, Joel buttonholed some poor schmucl< who
happened to 1001< liKe Dr. Mendell about e}: tracting fiberglass
materials from Lunar regolith. "I 'm afraid you have me confused
with someone else" pleaded the tourist. Joel withdrew.
Following lunch we went to the technical library and received
directionifor operatmg the ca talog system, how to access the
databases on computer, and use the m i croflsc~,e. We then tOOK a
brlef jaunt to the computer graphics lab, where they had prepared
a 3-D color video for us, an unreleased clip from an upcommg
mission to Mars simulation, and some various wire-frame
graphics. The hig~lhght was the Manned Maneuvering Unit
simulator, which was a common office chair outfitted with MMU
controls, in front of a RGB monitor with the shuttle, Solar Max
and SPAS satellites to fly around (or into). Each of us spent
about five minutes in the chair with various degr-ees of success.
If you like termmal vert igo spins, then my session was a great
success.
Bacl< at the hotel, Pat Rawlings br-ought an Apollo suit mocKup
which we had for a wee\< for modeling purposes. Several of us
tried it on, and went through unorthodox poses for the cameras,
including the ape-feet in place of the moon boots. I got that
arabesque shot I've always wanted. The clicKing of shutters was
so furious that many artists ran out of film. Two cameras went
down altogether, including mine.
Dinner was the usual Last Supper-type affair. This time it was
Joel and Pam wt,o started a seafood rebelhon and insisted on
having dinner at a restaurant which actally was standing IN the
water, fishing boats moored around it. It was called Pier 6 and
they won't forget the Night of the Space Artists for awhile.
(see "oysters on stilts", below) Joel ordered one slice ofl{ey
Li me pie wi th six for\(s.
That night the PBS people called to say t~,at they had spent
this day "scouting" at JSC and would be sticKing to us liKe glue
the next day and even having us do retakes of certain things.
They did e >: actly that.
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DAY 2

::::00 -- Full fuselage trainer tour
9:00 -- Space station modules mockup
10 :00 -- Crew Systems (Space suit, MMU, tools, structur·es)
12:00 -- Lunch, cafeteria
2:00 -- Orbiter photography lecture
7:00 -- Dinner at Art Dula's
::::00 -- Acrophobia at Art Dula's office
A guard is posted at the JSC gate seven days a week. As we
drove up at 7:30 AM, we flashed our temporary NASA badges. Not
impressed, the guard asked who we were and ...'hat we wanted. After
four workshops, I hilve learned to answer this common question
smartly: "Why, we're Space Artists'''. The guard relaxed - "Oh,
JUst artists •••" he mumbled and waved us on, putting the bazooka
away.
The PBS crew was on a separate though parallel track at JSc.
Their protocol person was different from ours, so we had no real
control over their actions. They simply made sure they were
delivered to wherever we happened to be. Follow that cab' What
made it har'd to ~.Vlallow is the media's lack of hassles at JSC
compared to ours.
The day started off with an intense encounter in Building 9-A.
In this building holds the FFT, the Full Fuselage Tramer (a full
size shuttle with a tail, but no wings), the I-G trainer (a
worKing crew cabin which tilts), and the RMS simulator (an
Eart~-stressed manipulator arm for astronaut training). Our
group was a little large and made larger by an increasingly
demanding PBS gang of four. We were broken up into groups of six
or so, and received a complete tour of the middeck and flight
deck of a fully outfitted shuttle trainer. The PBS people had a
crew in at all times, making it impossible for some of us to get
up to the flight deck. P.fter re-talting our exit from 9-A for PBS
a couple of times, we left 9-A and went over to the Space Station
mockup in Building 1S.
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The station mocKup was very spacious, and even comfortable in
Earth gravity (the shuttle wasn't) • Marilynn modeled the
sleeping sack in the crew quarters mocKup. We walked through,
and our host, John Tr'ebes, lifted up floor paneis and wall units
to show us the modularity of the station electronlcs. The shower
and bathroom were inter·esting. There are mirrors to help you see
if your fanny is maKing a good seal on the commode. This is
stressed in astronaut toilet training. PBS also arrived shortly
after we did, and shot numerous walk-thr'oughs, and staged a few
scenes using Pam and Joel.

The PBS crew got ahead of us however, at Crew Systems, and
actually kept our hosts out of their own rooms for camera set-up
and retakes. Crew systems was EVA stuff: suits, Manned
Maneuvering Units, tools and such. We were allowed to put on
gloves and helmets and model the use of tools, and of course
photographed those hard-to-predict reflections in the gold
visors. There was a spacesuit mounted to a stand whiCh you could
completely disa s semble, and a full-sized spacesuited figure
standing in an HMU.
During the lecture, some artists sketched some of the hardware
on the table in front of us. Brian Sullivan, Joel , and Dennis
Davidson were superb sketchers, but beginning thls day, they were
dogged repeatedly by PBS every time they moved a pencil. A few
scratchings on a piece of paper summoned a video cyclops wlthm
five inches of your face and a mega-phallic microphone along with
it. Lame sKetchers li Ke myse lf didn't dare move a muscle, lest
our lack of skill be recorded and revealed to a massive
audience.
We also shot many "life drawing" poses of the mounted spacesuit
in working positions, resting positions, 'and compromislng
positions. Ed Whitsett, the Crew Systems chief, stood aback,
alarmed at these crazed space artists who tugged and twisted a
million-dollar spacesuit. "We have a hard time painting emotion
in a space-suited figure" I explained aside to Ed, lilt's helpful
to get every nuance of body language". As I glanced back the
spaceman was holdmg his groin.
We took several group photos around the assembled spacesuit;
one shot was of the group reflected In the visor. Artsy. We
couldn't get enough of the suit and MMU, partly because PBS
stopped the lecture for retaKes, and made us do a is-second
canned laugh track to a retaKe of a spacesuit waste system
comment.
We tooK a long lunch and then went across the JSC "campus" to a
slide presentation by Chuck WoOd, who works with the astronauts
on their Earth photography. An unexpected guest at the lectur'e
was astronaut Karl Henize, who flew on a Space lab mission. This
was to be a preview of our encounters with the other astronauts,
and Henize's elaboration and insight were mos t helpful. 1 had
worried that the group might not r,a.ve any substantive Questions
whe n faced with a captive astronaut. This fear turned out to be
a non-prob le m at t he workshop.
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After assembling the last of my slide show, 1 quietly creeped
into the middle of the darKened Jon McBride session. As he was
showing some of his own slides (Jon shot much of the IM.A,X footage
from "The Dream is Alive"), the artists began what was later
referred to as a "feeding frenzy" : A McBride slide of the
shuttle, half in sunlight and half in Earthlight brought a flood
of color comparison, camera vs. eye discussions in which the
artists were frantically asKing and answering questions of each
other, leaving the bewildered space traveler completely out of
the loop, vainly trying to sneaK in a comment. This didn't occur
frequently however, but did happen in each astronaut interview.
In all, though, the astronauts were delighted to answer our
unusual questions, which came from the artist's point of view,
rather than from the more school/press train of thought. They
seemed to find this most refreshing.

Dinrler was interesting. We went to the Victorian-style home of
attorney Art Dula, the colorful cosmic counselor, who is also a
collector of space art. Art specializes in case~. Involving space
law, and is the American contact for Glavcosmos, the Soviet Space
,A,gency, marketing their launches.
Art is the top dog in his own law firm, which sits atop the
tallest building in Houston, which is where we went after dinner
for champagne and vertigo. Most space artists are predictably
fearle:.s of such heights, but yours truly and April F aires stayed
away from the edge, thanK you. Others pressed up close to the
windows (brrr) and probably would have gone outtde if they
opened. I needed to maKe a phone call to Alan Bean for the next
day's session, and of course, the phone was sitting next to the
window. Whimpering, I approached the phone on my hands and
Knees, and made the call. I had to try to get Alan to bring one
of his originals to the critique
session the ne>:t day.
,

The "Brown Bag" presentation came after the McBride interview.
The Brown Bag seminar is usually a in-house JSC lecture series
with lots of view graphs and cerebral gymnastics. This was to be
a special Brown Bag, and was held in the JSC auditorium, open to
the public. Dr. Hartmann spoKe briefl y, making the connection
between art and hard science, and then I gave my standard IAAA
slide show which consists of shots of various past worKshops, and
the worKs that grew out of them. I then showed slides of worKs
of the artists present, trying to give an insight into the
motivations and personalities involved. Throughout, I tried to
give a recruiting pitch to the audience of a few hundred for the
IAAA. We had a number of interested folKs who tooK IAAA brochure~.
and promised to join.

Unfortunately, the champagne was flat, probably due to the
altitude, and we made our way bacK to the hotel for a swim and
some of our own booze. I believe this was the night that the
distinguished Dr. Hartmann shinnied up a pole to his second-floor
room: No stuffy planetary ~.cientists at thIS worKshop I
DAY 3

~::30

-- Lunar and Planetary Institute tour
10:00 -- Jon McBride o.e..A (pllot on 41-G)
12:00 -- Brown Bag Seminar, JSC auditorium
1:30 -- Lunch with Alan Bean at Frenchy's
2:30 -- G.&,A, and critique with Alan Bean
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This was to be a red-letter day for all of us. First was the
LF'1 tour, which I missed because I was up until 5 .A,M putting
finishing touches on the presentation I was to give at the JSC
auditorium. We had two astronaut interviews scheduled this day.
and after whetting everyone's appetite with the Karl Henize
session, there were a lot of questions for the astronauts.
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Alan Bean (Apollo 12, Skylab 2) was present at the Brown Bag,
wearing a shirt reminiscent of a RothKo canvas, and suggested we
go immediately to lunch. We decided on Frenchie's, an old Apollo
hangout famous for Italian food. Al is a legendary fan of
Italian cuisine, and if you visit his home, he'll point proudly
to a framed shrine of freeze-dried space fcod and proclaim (in a
mild Texas drawl) "Y'Know, l'z the first guy t'eat spaghetti on
th' Mune ' "
Alan is a great painter, ttle eternal student; one of those
artists who THRIVES on critique. I had told him our critique
sessions were "brutal". This ploy made him even more interested.
We assembled after lunch at the Eagle conference room, and each
artist loaded three slides of their choice in the carousel. The
lights went off and the show began.
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Critiques can taKe a number of directions, according to IAAA
legacy. You can show a stinKer you hate, and asK of the others
what went wrong. You can put in a slide of the perfect painting,
and dare anyone to find fault with it, or you can JUst asK for
general comments. Either way it is an enriching experience for
an artist.
The PBS cr-ew arrived in the middle of the critique, and moped
in the darKness for about fifteen minutes. Eagle wasn't NASA,
and they had to play nice to get anything from us here on our own
turf. About the time Alan Bean's slides went on, they pleaded to
turn a "small light on" so they could get some video of the
critique. Alan winced as the "small light" shot on, blinding out
some of the nuance of color that he is famous for. However, the
rest of the critique went well, with no re-taKes, and the PBS
crew obliged m turmng off the light for short periods when
asKed. They even stayed after to shoot group shots of us and
Alan with everyone's camera. In all Alan Bean spent about five
hours with us, and remarKed that he was excited by all the input,
and gethng to finally meet us. He was fascinated with all the
unique approaches and painting philosophies we all represented.
Dinner was a four-pizza affair at Pat's new home. Joel, (the
fish - ape man) ate the one with anchovies on it. (Hey Vern,
whut're all these dead minners doin' on yer pizza?) After
dinner, another impromptu critique seSSIon occurred at the
hotel. It was here that B.J. Johnson uttered the motto for the
worKshop. explaining how he paints reflections, he said "Paint
Stupid ...don 't thinK too lTIuch".
The nex t day, the hectic scheduling was even getting to the
enduring Joel Hagen. He awoKe groggy, gathered a few scraps of
the cleanest clothIng remaining, turned slowly toward roommate
B.J. and growled,
"DAY 4"

9:00 --Joe Allen
11 :30 -- James Oberg
1:00 -- lunch
7:00 -- Dinner Cit Franco' s on PBS

We arrived a little late the ned morning at Eagle for our
interview with Joe Allen who flew STS-5 and STS 51-A, rescuing
Palapa and Westar. Joe was once NASA's fair haired boy, but has
since left the space agency and worKs for Space Industries, just
across the hall from Eagle. We crammed into the Space Industries
tiny conference roolTl. The PBS crew got there early, and had a
different cameraman who was extremely clumsy, and seemed to stumble
every time weightlessness was mentioned. Joe Allen came in
and began talKing, and seemed enthralled to be with us (thanks to Pat's
advance worK in talKing up the IAAA). After being stopped in
mid-sentence by PBS and asked to retaKe his entrance, he
nervously began again and fired up his slides.
Joe claims not to be an artist, but he obv'i ously has a gift for
composition, light, and timing. He is also probably the best
photographer to go into space (Read "Entering Space"). He showed
his collection of slides, which seemed to be chosen for color and
unusual perspective. Joe handled all our questions deftly, even
a possible feeding frenzy which was nipped. Joe's brilliant
photography contrasted with the clutzy PBS cameraman, who
actually positioned himself between the projector and the screen,
the shuttle middecK tatooed on his shirt; "NO STEP" projected on
his forehead. Someone finally asKed him to move and he stumbled aside.
Joe stayed talKing to us for longer than he had planned, more

than two hours, and several brought along their copies of
Entering Space for hIm to sign. Pam shyly opened her copy and
set it in front of him. "Who shall I sign it to?" he asKed.
"Pam Lee" she squeaked. "YOU'RE Pam Lee?" he said. Pam seems to
be totally unaware of her popularity in our field. She was a
heavy favorite all around the NASA area.
Our next speaKer, James Oberg, came into the room and Joe Allen
offered the use of the conference room to Jim, so we could get started.
Jim is an expert on the Soviet space program, among other things.
He and his wife Alcestis turn out a lot of articles and booKs
about various space tc'pics. Jim showed slides·of clumsy Soviet
airbrushing of group astronaut photos, and gave us his assessment
of the Soviet Shuttle (no can do), the secret rocKet explosions
in the USSR, and the myriad UFO reports which are reported there.
We continued the discussion at lunch, where we stationed Pam
beside him. Pam had recently made a trIp to the Soviet Union with the
Young Astronauts, and has one of her finest worKs hanging in Star
City. This pair gave us mtersting lunchtime conversation.
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DAY 5
This marKed the end of the strict scheduling for the workshop,
and we had purposely left the rest of the days open for
free-lancing, that is, following up on whatever we found
interesting at JSC. Our badges expIred this day, and we had to go
bacK individually and be re-badged to get into the buildings we
wanted to visit.
The PBS crew was buying dinner that night at Franco's, still
another French-named Italian place. Franco's was close by, and
Joel had discovered It--no doubt attracted by the flashing
strobes on the madonna statues in the steeple outside. Inside,
it was liKe a museum. Dioramas of Sicilian life, armor, flags, a
gazebo, a wishmg well, and all sorts of odd things on the walls
and ceiling. There was also a bacK room called the grotto, which
had a suspiciously gushing waterfall (near the bathroom), lots of
low lights, and a cavern-liKe motif textured liKe Spitwads from
Hell. This night the Grotto was reserved for us.
We spent a portion of the night re-arranging the tables to try to
get everyone face to face. Too many people and too much wine
made thIS Impossible. Another worKshop tradition says that
every worKshop should fall on someone's birthday. We celebrated
Pam Lee's, and April F aIres' birthdays with neopolitan ice cream
with a candle in each.
The PBS people were finished shooting. They would stop by and pIcK
up Bones' 15 video tapes in the morning before leaving for L.A.
That night we held a critique session, held again in the
Presidential suite, focusing on some originals Bill Hartmann
brought along. Bones was in the corner scratching his head over a
contract for the use of hIS tapes by the PBS people. Pam Lee,
(Hs. Contract) began contributing her expertise. Gradually, the
room turned away from the critique to a full blown discussion
about the Bones Chronicles. The more we thought, the more we
realized that there were some things on those tapes that
shouldn't be put on the air. We finally decided to only release
a few of the astronaut Interviews, and Keep the rest for IAAA
eyes only. The PBS crew wanted to have all the tapes, ape feet
and all, and use wha tever they wanted. This session began the
hrst real discussion about the IAAA and our image. Past
worKshops weren't a problem; a bunch of looneys out in the middle
of a wasteland where they couldn't hurt anyone. The JSC worKshop
was concerened more with an interaction with Important people,
and it suddenly becomes important to put our best face (feet)
forward.
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This was "every man for himself" day, and we broKe up into
smaller groups and followed up on some things we missed or some
new leads of special interest. PBS was gone, and there wa~ no
danger of lost time.
Breaking up into smaller groups proved to be an easier way to
follow up on our own special interests. The full group did
re-assemble on Friday at the Crew Systems room (suits, MHU, et
al.) and again in the afternoon at the space station mocKup.
Some artists went to the media place to get some photos and scan
through rolls of Hasselblad film. Some went to see the real MHU,
and a new robotic dextrous hand they were working on. Some got
into see the water training tanK, others went to the medical lab to
see a zero-G surgical table in the worKs.
Joel and Pam had a special interest in the "Virtual Space"
simula tor which was mentioned in passing at the computer graphics
lab. It is a helmet, with two Sony Watchmans mounted over each
eye. The software gives a realistic 3-D view of the space
station in real size-real time. Any way you turned your head, a
sensor scanned a portion of the station you would be looking
at--up, down, sideways; the station was really in front of you.
It was one of the hottest days of the trip, and a group who came
bacK assembled at Madame Butterfly, a chinese joint across the
street from the hotel. We snacKed on various appetizers, sipped blue
drinKs, and discussed the day's events.
We had another critique session, which lasted until midnight. We
all became very hungry, and went on a wild goose chase looKing
for (you guessed it--seafood) at 1 AM. We finally were forced to
settle for burgers at Denny's.
DAY 6
This last day, we spent the day collecting souvenirs, and a small
group went bacK to JSC where IAAA member Doug McLeod worKed with
an Amiga computer in the rnedic~l building.
Joel has an Amiga, and is a most adept programmer. He had
written an article for AMIGA WORLD about doing space art with the
painting program. Joel brought along a few disKs, in Doug's
office, and Joel put the thing through the paces. The painting
program is amazing, giving much more freedom than any actual
medium.
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In nineteen hundred and eighty seven
The eye-triple-a went to hardware heaven
We drank all night and worked all day
There's just one thing that we 'd liKe to say :
CHORUS:
The final dinner was a dandy. The venue was Merida, a Mexican
restauri.nt li~e a big, open barn, which specialized in Yucatan
food. Joel had consumed several Lone Stars bacl< at the hotel,
vainly lobbying for mor-e fish, and his speech was picKing up 6
to 10 decibels per hour.
We loudly arrived at the restaurant. sat down and ordered.
Everyone in the joint, according to tradition, was painfully
aware of our presence. A. duo of mariachis was serenading each of
the tables in turn. Joel was about one Tecate &. lime from
dancing on the table, and was hooted loudly at every chorus sung
by the mariachis. Brian Sullivan and I looked at each other
nervously, hoping that the musicians might sKip our table. No such lucl(.
Hagen followed their every move, obviously concocting some sort
of diabolical song request. Lady of Spain? Melancholy Baby? As
the duo crooned to the table next to us, Joel turned to Marilynn
and whispered "La Bamba'" not the Richie Valens version, but
the original Mexican folksong. If they didn't Know it, Joel would
probably sing it TO them.
The mariachis finished, and calmly strolled up to the end of our
table FARTHEST from Joel. Soon the owner appeared, along with
some waiters and several busboys. Were we about to be thrown
out? Before Joel could speak, the guitar player began a
strangely familiar intro. The owner produced a pair of leather
maracas, and the group launched Into the traditional long version
of La Bamba, with splendid harmonies and impeccable guitar solos.
The rest of the patrons had stopped eating to listen, and all,
especially Joel applauded heartily when it ended. The
mariachis took a well-deserved break. We left a huge tip and made
our e>:it.
Our last night was spent doing another critique, with Doug Mcleod
sitting in for this one showing some of his stuff. At the end of
the session, one last tradition was carried out : the singing of a
song. In Hawaii, the song was an appreciative ode to "Dr.
Har-tmann", sung to the tune of Mr. Sandman. Since Pat Rawlings,
who set up the workshop, was absent, the benediction of the group
was given to me : "Big Kim Poor", to the tune of Davy CrocKett.

Kim, (Pat) Big Kim Poor, (Pat Rawlings)
Hardware worKshop king ~
He heard of Houston and decided to go,
So the eye-triple-A was all aglow
There were oysters on stilts at three bucKs a throw,
And hardware detail that we needed to Know <CHORUS>
He squeezed us all into JSC
We were badged in One, there was grub in Three
The station mocKup was somethmg to see,
And building 9-A had the FFT <CHORUS>

Well PBS led a merry chase
They tracKed us down on and off the base
They shoved a camera in Joe Allen's face'
We hope they taKe a shuttle and get lost in space <CHORUS>
The tours were great and we learned a lot
We had a feeding frenzy on the astronauts
We're overjoyed at the things we 've seen
We even sucKed spaghetti up with Alan Bean' <CHORlIS)
The PBS almost drove us mad
But if we win an Emmy, it ain't so bad
We showed those guys that we aren ' t a fad
It's the best hardware wor-Kshop we've ever had
<FINAL CHORUS >

Sunday was the departure (jay. It was sad as one by one, car
trips to the airport removed our friends until next time. We
began calling each other about a weeK later-, following what is
commonly called "decompression". Although these worKshops are
fun, it is an inter,se fun, and you wind up afterward needing some
REAL r&r, but there is no doubt that you come out of one of these
things a better arti!:-t.
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I'd liKe to clarify a few things to our' members who have never
atten(jed a worKshop, and may feel some fear at associating with
bona fide nut cases. Although several re.er-ences were made to
the drinKing, there is certainly room for teetotalers (l'm one),
if only to drive the drunKen brood home.
I have also been merciless on the PBS people. This is meant to
be a criticism of style, not substance, and I have no doubts that
the crew was professional (they have impressive credentials) and
will do a fine program with a mmimum of distortion. I just
didn't liKe the intrusive nature, and was concerned with them
damaging future contacts with the VIP's.

Also, some of you may thinK I wrote more about the social aspect
than the actual gleanings from the worKshop. This is because I
conslder the social aspect to be the most productive part of the
worKshops I have attended. The group bonding, sharing and
critique are an important foundation for improved art. The more
technical aspects of thls particular worKshop will be documented
on video tape. ChecK with Bonecutter for availabllity date.
/")
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